
ABOVE  |  EL AGADIR 1 LIVING ROOM
Designer Jacques Boujaklian selected creams and tans to quietly complement the space’s piece de resistance—a white  
Wm. Knabe & Co. grand piano owned by Elvis Presley. A pair of custom armchairs and a sofa by Tradition Upholstery surround  
a one of a kind coffee table all set on a rug from Shiraz Rug Gallery. Additional seating—a gold hued fabric covered chair  
from The Private Collection, a wood accented armchair from Gina Berschneider and two barstools from Egg & Dart.  

OPPOSITE  |  EL AGADIR 1 DINING ROOM
Designer Jacques Boujaklian applied an accent wall in a Chinese red from Sherwin-Williams, which serves to separate the 
dining area from the living area, as does a rug from Shiraz Rug Gallery. Gina Berschneider chairs surround a glass dining 
table with a R. Jesse Lighting chandelier suspended above it. 
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This Hollywood Regency Style 
Community Was Designed By 
Architect John Elgin Woolf 
And Built by Visionary Developer 
John Dawson In The 1960s

TexT By VAnessA KogeVInAs

phoTogrAphy By mArK lohmAn

It was the sandstone walls of Marrakesh, which turn a distinctive pink as the sun crests  
over the snowcapped Atlas Mountains, that inspired the architecture of one of California’s finest golf and  
residence communities, the Marrakesh Country Club in Palm Desert. 
 In February 2013, during Modernism Week, the club opened four of its 364 homes to nine top interior 
designers to create California Homes’ Marrakesh Designer Showcase House benefiting The Desert Community 
Foundation for Scholarships and The First Tee. What ensued was a feast of interior design exhibiting different 
styles, exceptional product, and a plethora of inspiration and ideas against the backdrop of a mid-century oasis.
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ABOVE  |  MEDINA DINING AREA
Designer Penny Chin selected Christopher Kennedy’s Horizon 
dining table from Egg & Dart surrounded by leather chairs 
and set the grouping on a rug from Shiraz Rug Gallery to 
define the dining area of the open plan kitchen. A chandelier 
from Egg & Dart and sconces from The Light House supply 
additional lighting and a painting from Christian Hohmann 
Fine Art provides intrigue.

OPPOSITE  |  MEDINA KITCHEN
Designer Penny Chin chose white Carrera marble with chrome 
accents for wall tile creating a fresh, clean feel. Quartz counter- 
tops by Samsung Staron perfectly complement the high gloss 
acrylic cabinetry by Generation Cabinets that pop against the 
tiles and Sherwin-Williams wall paint. Porcelain tile flooring  
from Arizona Tile and Jenn-Air appliances complete the space. 
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ABOVE  |  MEDINA LIVING ROOM
Designer Morraika Simonds commissioned a pair of sconces from Rocky Point 
Cabinetry that play off of the F. Schumacher & Co. wallpaper she installed on 
the fireplace surround. A slipcovered sofa and armchairs set around a leather 
coffee table from Ambiance Unlimited—all on a Shiraz Rug Gallery carpet— 
lend a relaxed yet refined feel. Bernhardt Interiors nesting table.

OPPOSITE  |  MEDINA DEN
Designer Christine Prescott used plenty of custom pillows by Palm Desert  
Custom Drapery on a sofa with nailhead detail from Egg & Dart providing  
comfortable and stylish seating. An Audrey Hepburn painting from Christian 
Hohmann Fine Art is suspended above a Home Collection tray table offering 
a playful vignette and a trio of mirrors serve to enlarge the room. Lamps Plus 
floorlamps and drum tables complete the space.
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	 Originally	 designed	 by	 architect	 John	
Elgin	 Woolf	 and	 built	 by	 visionary	 developer	
Johnny	 Dawson	 in	 the	 1960s,	 the	 Hollywood	
Regency	style	two	bedroom	houses,	which	give	
out	 onto	 the	 18	 hole	 golf	 course	 nestled	 on	
155	 acres	 of	 lush	 landscape	 were	 aptly	 named	
for	the	show—El	Agadir	House	1	“Hollywood	
Glamour”	 designed	 by	 Jacques	 Boujaklian;		
El	 Agadir	 House	 2	 “Modern	 Baroque”	 by	
Carly	Blalock,	Atma	Wiseman	and	Faye	Jones;		
Malabata	 House	 “Sophisticated	 Retreat”		
designed	 by	 Eve	 Remer;	 and	 Medina	 House	
“Marrakesh	 Then”	 by	 Sean	 Gaston,	 Morraika	
Simonds,	Penny	Chin	and	Christine	Prescott.
	 “I	wanted	the	feel	of	old	Hollywood	glamour	
and	the	memorable	iconic	stars	that	made	that	
era,”	 says	 Jacques	 Boujaklian,	 who	 designed	
the	entire	El	Agadir	House	1	and	amazed	with	
pieces	such	as	Elvis	Presley’s	own	piano.	
	 Carly	 Blalock	 boldly	 took	 on	 El	 Agadir	
House	 2’s	 entry,	 living	 room,	 dining	 rooms,	
kitchen	and	back	patio.	“We	used	a	lot	of	pattern		
so	 we	 wanted	 monochromatic	 colors	 to	 allow	
those	to	not	be	overbearing,”	she	notes.	
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It’s safe to say that collectively the designers deftly complimented the original architecture  

while offering visitors a taste of Morocco and Palm Desert both in the past and the present.

photograph by DaN ChaVKIN
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LEFT  |  MEDINA BEDROOM
Designer Sean Gaston installed a vintage 1965 handcarved 
headboard, which anchors the otherwise more modern space. 
A pair of Donghia club chairs from Michael Berman Limited  
and a lucite bench covered in Trina Turk fabric through  
F. Schumacher & Co. present crisp, clean seating options,  
while Trina Turk fabric covered pillows for the bed punch  
up color. A pair of Salon floor mirrors from Michael Berman  
Limited enlarges the space and a Murano glass chandelier 
through Christopher Anthony adds an artistic element. 

BELOW  |  MEDINA BATHROOM
Designer Sean Gaston used a Klismos chair from Michael  
Berman Limited and a vintage garden stool to provide a seating  
area near the Biscayne tub from Hydro Systems. A Greek key 
rug by Trina Turk and a Windsor mirror from Michael Berman  
Limited offer artful, functional elements for the space. 

pHoToGrApH By DAN CHAVKIN
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ABOVE  |  EL AGADIR 2 BEDROOM
Designer Atma Wiseman combined buttery 
tans, beiges, creams and whites, accented with 
golds and greys to create a warm sophisticated 
space. A wingback bed and side tables from 
Restoration Hardware, bedding and pillows from 
Between The Sheets and lamps from Egg & Dart 
were all chosen for their complementary nature.  

RIGHT  |  EL AGADIR 2 BEDROOM SHELVES
Designer Atma Wiseman selected eclectic, 
unique pieces to fill the shelves and establish  
an alchemy between history and 21st century. 

OPPOSITE TOP  |  EL AGADIR 2 DINING ROOM
Designer Carly Blalock set the tone with a  
Bethel International double-tier chandelier 
above a CLARK Functional Art table. Head  
chairs by Carly & Co. Interior Design are  
paired with side chairs from Zou Modern  
Contemporary. Wallteriors wallcoverings  
pick up the color of the drapery fabric. 

OPPOSITE BOTTOM  |  EL AGADIR 2 LIVING ROOM
Designer Carly Blalock paired a sofa and love 
seat by Carly & Co. Interior Design with a  
Christopher Kennedy armchair and grounded 
them with a hand-knotted Kelly Wearstler rug 
from The Rug Company. A trio of canvases  
by John Beard Collection adds color and  
movement to the space. 
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	 The	master	bedroom	and	bath	in	El	Agadir		
House	 2	 by	 Atma	 Wiseman	 exhibit	 tailored	
lines	and	boast	luxurious	fabrics.	“My	goal	was	
to	 reference	 a	 Moorish	 influence	 but	 with	 a	
modern	nod,”	she	explains.	
	 Color	and	glamour	are	prevalent	 in	Faye	
Jones’s	 guest	 bedroom,	 bath,	 dressing	 room,		
office	 and	 atrium	 in	 El	 Agadir	 House	 2.		
“Once	I	found	the	rose	wallpaper,	that	became	
my	 inspiration	 and	 my	 color	 scheme	 for	 the		
design,”	she	says.
	 Malabata	House	was	designed	entirely	by	
Eve	Remer	who	says,	“My	objective	was	to	bring	
the	extraordinary	visionary	architectural	design		
from	 forty	 years	 ago	 into	 the	 21st	 century.”		
She	 selected	 sleek	 pieces,	 many	 with	 metal		
accents,	 creating	 a	 sophisticated	 modern	 look	
that	perfectly	compliment	the	architecture.
	 In	the	Medina	House,	Morraika	Simonds		
tackled	 the	 living	 room,	 entry,	 back	 patio,		
second	 bedroom,	 closet	 and	 bath.	 “I	 tried	 to	
honor	 the	 mid-century	 flavor	 of	 the	 home,		
as	well	as	play	on	the	Moroccan	theme,”	she	notes.	
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ABOVE  |  EL AGADIR 2 BEDROOM
Designer Faye Jones selected a Niermann 
Weeks four poster bed from Egg & Dart,  
which anchors the bedroom whose inspiration  
is drawn from the adjacent dressing room’s 
Clarke & Clarke Papillon Rouge wallpaper.  
Black and white Murano glass lamps play off  
of the bedding and a silver boxed tufted chair  
provides a cozy spot—all from Between  
The Sheets. A diptych by Patricia Qualls from  
A Gallery Fine Art offers a dramatic element.

RIGHT  |  EL AGADIR 2 DRESSING TABLE
Designer Faye Jones paired a black lacquer 
Christopher Guy mirror from Egg & Dart with a 
console and cloud lamp from A Gallery Fine Art, 
creating a fanciful contemporary vignette. 

OPPOSITE  |  EL AGADIR 2 DRESSING ROOM
Designer Faye Jones handpicked product that 
played off of the Clarke & Clarke Papillon Rouge 
wallpaper—a mirrored chest and vanity chair 
from Between The Sheets, and a Cascade Luce 
Murano glass chandelier from Egg & Dart. 
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OPPOSITE  | MALABATA BEDROOM
Designer Eve Remer chose a stunning artwork from Coda Gallery as the focal 
point in the master bedroom where reflective surfaces prevail in a pair of mirrored 
nightstands and silver lamps from Jolie Maison. White and charcoal grey Matouk 
bedding add a sophisticated and glamorous touch. A desk from Lamps Plus and  
a chair from Erik’s Furniture provide a place to work. Zebra rug from Shiraz  
Rug Gallery.  

BELOW  | MALABATA LIVINGROOM
Designer Eve Remer used whites and creams to create a quiet and fresh space 
that allows the outdoors to remain unobstructed. Clean lined furniture such as an 
Italian white leather sectional and a cowhide chair—both from Erik’s Furniture—
and an adjustable Gloster coffee table from Egg & Dart help to achieve this.  
A George Kovacs lamp and a stainless steel tray table provide functional visual  
accents while a Marilyn Monroe painting adds a touch of Hollywood glamour. 
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	 Also	 infused	 with	 Moroccan	 flair	 are		
Medina	Houses’	master	bedroom,	bath,	closet	
and	 atrium	 by	 Sean	 Gaston.	 “I	 aimed	 for	 a	
space	 that	 was	 full	 of	 striking	 graphics	 and	
textures	through	a	bold	mix	of	furnishings	yet	
grounded	in	a	quiet	color	palette	with	shots	of	
color	in	accessories,”	he	says.	
	 For	 Medina’s	 kitchen	 and	 dining	 area	
Penny	 Chin	 selected	 a	 contemporary,	 open	
look.	 “We	 demonstrated	 today’s	 lifestyle	 with	
an	open	kitchen	and	by	removing	one	wall	the	
space	presented	itself	to	be	twice	the	size	of	the	
original	footprint,”	she	says.	
	 Rounding	out	Medina	House	is	Christine		
Prescott’s	 design	 of	 the	 media	 room/den,		
powder	 room,	 hallway	 and	 courtyard.	 “The	
media	room	transcends	a	sense	of	privacy	from	
the	 rest	 of	 the	 home	 with	 access	 to	 the	 front	
courtyard,”	she	says.	
	 It’s	 safe	 to	 say	 to	 say	 that	 collectively		
the	designers	deftly	complimented	the	original		
architecture	 while	 offering	 visitors	 a	 taste		
of	Morocco	and	Palm	Desert	both	in	the	past	
and	the	present.		
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